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Abstract— We propose a robust resource allocation framework
to improve the physical layer security in the presence of an active
eavesdropper. In the considered system, we assume that both
legitimate receiver and eavesdropper are full-duplex (FD) while
most works in the literature concentrate on passive eavesdroppers
and half-duplex (HD) legitimate receivers. In this paper, the
adversary intends to optimize its transmit and jamming signal
parameters so as to minimize the secrecy data rate of the
legitimate transmission. In the literature, assuming that the
receiver operates in HD mode, secrecy data rate maximization
problems subject to the power transmission constraint have
been considered in which cooperating nodes act as jammers to
confound the eavesdropper. This paper investigates an alternative
solution in which we take advantage of FD capability of the
receiver to send jamming signals against the eavesdroppers. The
proposed self-protection scheme eliminates the need for external
helpers. Moreover, we consider the channel state information
uncertainty on the links between the active eavesdropper and
other legitimate nodes of the network. Optimal power allocation
is then obtained based on the worst-case secrecy data rate
maximization, under a legitimate transmitter power constraint
in the presence of the active eavesdropper. Numerical results
confirm the advantage of the proposed secrecy design and in
certain conditions, demonstrate substantial performance gain
over the conventional approaches.

Index Terms— Physical layer security, robust resource alloca-
tion, full-duplex communications, active eavesdropping, jammer.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. State of the Art

PHYSICAL layer security, as a possible alternative to the
use of cryptographically secure schemes, has arisen as

a prominent frontier in wireless networks to maintain secure
data transmission between the transmitter and the legitimate
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receiver to deal with the challenges in wireless distribution
and management of secret keys together with the fact that
computational power is becoming easily available to users
nowadays [1]–[3].

In traditional communication systems, it is assumed that
terminals operate in half-duplex (HD) mode, i.e., they are
not able to receive and transmit data simultaneously. Recent
advances on electronics, antenna technology and signal
processing allow the implementation of full-duplex (FD) ter-
minals that can receive and transmit data at the same time and
on the same frequency band as long as the self interference (SI)
that leaks from the receiver output to the receiver input can
be dealt with [4], [5]. Antenna isolation, time cancellation and
spatial precoding have been proposed in the literature for the
mitigation of SI [6]–[9].

An efficient way to increase the secrecy data rate in wireless
systems is to degrade the decoding capability of the eaves-
droppers by introducing controlled interference, or artificial
noise [10]. When the transmitter has multiple antennas, the
system can be designed such that a subset of antennas are
used to generate artificial noise in a manner not affecting
the legitimate receiver. When the transmitter is restricted to
the use of one antenna, a group of external relays can be
employed to collaboratively send jamming signals to degrade
the eavesdropper channel. This approach is referred to as
cooperative jamming (CJ). Note that a transmitter in a CJ
based system can still have multiple antennas that are used
to increase the diversity order or, in general, the degrees of
freedom of the system. This is in fact the case in this paper.

In the physical layer secure communication, eavesdropping
can be classified into two cases called passive and active
eavesdropping. In the first case, the eavesdropper monitors
communication and does not interfere with the communication
channel [10]. In the second case, eavesdropper has the ability
of observing the communication medium as well as modifying
its contents [11].

In a system equipped with FD based legitimate terminals, a
natural question is that whether one can take advantage of the
FD capability to generate the required artificial noise, i.e, while
receiving data whether it can simultaneously transmit friendly
jamming signals to degrade the eavesdropper channel. This
eliminates the need to deploy relays which is very welcome
from practical point of view. Deployment of either HD or
FD receivers together with the fact that we have to deal with
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passive or active eavesdroppers (PE or AE), leaves us with
four possible system categories: HD systems dealing with PE
(abbreviated by HD-PE) or AE (HD-AE), and FD systems
dealing with PE (abbreviated by FD-PE) or AE (FD-AE).
While many works have been devoted to analyse the first
category and to some extent the second category, only few
works have analyzed the third category and basically no work
has focused on the last category, i.e., FD-AE.

This paper aims to shed light on the potential benefits of
using a FD terminal to provide physical layer security in
the presence of an active eavesdropper (FD-AE category).
We would like to see whether one can take advantage of the
FD capability to generate the required artificial noise. In such
a system, a secondary question follows: How the performance
of such a system is compared with a traditional HD system
that uses relays? To address this issue, we also consider HD
systems in the presence of AE as well.

B. Related Works

Majority of works in the literature assume systems with
HD terminals in the presence of passive eavesdroppers
(HD-PE category). In this regard, we can point out [10], [12],
[13] in which transmitters with multiple antennas are assumed
to generate artificial noise. On the other hand, CJ strategy is
deployed in [14]–[21] to generate artificial noise. Obtaining the
optimal CJ relay weights for maximizing the secrecy data rate
is investigated in [14] and [15]. An opportunistic selection of
two relays, where one relay re-forwards the transmitted signal,
while the other uses the CJ strategy is discussed in [16] in the
context of a multi-relay network. In [17], authors study the
secrecy outage probability using CJ for different levels of CSI.
The optimal transmit beamforming together with artificial
noise design for minimizing the secrecy outage probability
is addressed in [18] and [19]. The work in [20] combines CJ
with interference alignment. A destination-assisted jamming
scheme is used in [21] to prevent the system from becoming
interference-limited. In [14]–[21], it is assumed that the perfect
CSI between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver as well
as the eavesdropper is available at the transmitter which is not
a practical assumption. Among few works in physical layer
security that consider uncertainty on the CSI values, we can
mention [22]–[24]. In these works, robust frameworks have
been considered to take care of such uncertainty.

Few works have considered active eavesdropping in systems
with HD terminals (HD-AE category). In [11], secure commu-
nications in the presence of malicious users which have the
ability of either eavesdropping or jamming (but not both) has
been considered. In this paper the optimal power allocation
and the optimal strategy to alternate between jamming and
eavesdropping modes is obtained. In [25], the authors formu-
late the secure communication in the presence of an active
eavesdropper in the context of game theory. In [26], the authors
consider the problem of power allocation of a user in the
presence of an active eavesdropper in an orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing scheme. In [27], the authors investi-
gate the resilience of wireless multiuser networks to passive
and active eavesdroppers under Rayleigh fading conditions.

In [28], the authors investigate a FD eavesdropper with SI
that optimizes its beamforming weights in order to minimize
the secrecy data rate of the system.

As for the FD-PE category, only few works can be men-
tioned. A FD receiver that generates artificial noise is pro-
posed in [29] to impair the eavesdropper’s channel and the
secrecy performance is evaluated based on the outage secrecy
region from a geometric perspective. In [30], a FD receiver
is assumed to generate artificial noise to improve physical
layer security in a resource allocation framework. In this
paper, perfect CSI is assumed between the eavesdropper and
other nodes of the considered network. In contrast, in [31],
a robust secure resource allocation scheme is proposed in
which, assuming imperfect CSI values, the performance of
a system with FD receiver is obtained and compared against
a HD system that uses relays in a CJ scheme. In [32], the
authors consider secure MIMO transmission in a wireless
environment, in which one legitimate transmitter, one legit-
imate receiver and one eavesdropper are involved. In order to
maximize the secrecy data rate, a joint optimization scheme is
proposed to assign the transmit/receive antennas for legitimate
receiver and to design the beamforming and power allocation
for the legitimate transmitter’s information and artificial noise.
Finally, in a recent work [33], the authors provide a compre-
hensive review on the current state of physical layer security
systems. However, no works on the FD-AE category other
than [34], the conference version of this paper, can be found
in the literature to the best of our knowledge.

C. Our Contributions

In this paper, we study the potential benefits of a FD receiver
node simultaneously acting as a jammer and a receiver in
the presence of an active FD based eavesdropper (the FD-AE
category), with the goal of improving the secrecy data rate
for the first time. We consider different scenarios in which we
assume that the active eavesdropper is able to simultaneously
overhear and jam. We maximize the secrecy data rate in the
proposed system models in which we assume that the CSI
of eavesdropper links are imperfect. We take care of this
uncertainty through establishing a robust resource allocation
framework. The performance is then compared against the
traditional CJ strategy (the HD-AE category). Such a com-
parison is also missing from the literature even for passive
eavesdropping (i.e. HD-PE versus FD-PE category).

We consider a legitimate transmitter (LT) which acts as the
source, a legitimate receiver (LR) which acts as the destination,
an active eavesdropper (AE), a jammer which are denoted by
s, d , e, and j , respectively, when used as a subscript in our
formulations. The LT wants to transmit data to LR while the
AE overhears. Also, the AE tries to degrade the reception of
the information signal at the intended receiver.

To address the questions proposed in Subsection I-A, four
scenarios are studied, three with a HD receiver, which are
compared against a fourth scenario with a FD receiver. The
first scenario denoted by HD, represents a baseline scenario
where the LT transmits data to LR. In the second scenario,
denoted by HDJ, which in fact represents a simple typical
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TABLE I

ABBREVIATIONS OF PROPOSED SCENARIOS

CJ scenario; the LT transmits to LR and a relay is also used as
a jammer. One may ask if the deployed relay can be used as a
conventional cooperative node instead of a jammer. To address
this question, we consider the third scenario accordingly,
denoted by HDR, where we deploy a decode-and-forward (DF)
relay. Finally, we consider a scenario where the LT transmits
data to the FD receiver without the help of any relays. We
also consider extensions of HDR and HDJ scenarios where
we let more than one realy/jammer node and we use a simple
relay selection strategy to obtain the best realy/jammer. In
cases where FD scenario outperforms HDJ and HDR scenarios
with a single realy/jammer, we figure out the number the
extra relays/jammers necessary to outperform the FD scenario.
A summary of the proposed scenarios has been given
in Table I.

In all scenarios, we aim to maximize the achievable secrecy
data rate by properly allocating the available resources. More-
over, we assume CSI uncertainty between the AE and the net-
work nodes and consider robust secrecy data rate optimization
problems based on the worst-case secrecy data rate approach.
By incorporating the channel uncertainties and exploiting the
S-Procedure [35], we show that these robust optimization
problems can be formulated into convex ones so as to obtain
a closed form solution.

Simulation results indicate that in many realistic system
settings, the FD scenario can demonstrate a comparable perfor-
mance to that of the HDJ/HDR scenarios. This is an important
result from practical point of view as it eliminates the need to
deploy relays to deal with eavesdroppers. Nevertheless, if more
than one relay/jammer is allowed, the HDR/HDJ scenarios can
always outperform the FD scenario.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next
section, some notations and assumptions are reviewed. In
Section III, system models are illustrated for the four con-
sidered scenarios. In Section IV, secrecy data rate max-
imization problems are presented for the four considered
scenarios given in Table I. The performance of the proposed
secrecy transmission approaches is studied using several sim-
ulation examples in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in
Section VII.

II. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The following notations is used in the paper: E· denotes
expectation, (·)H the Hermitian transpose, ‖ · ‖ the Euclidean
norm, (·)† the pseudo-inverse, Tr(·) is the trace operator, I is
an identity matrix of appropriate dimension, H

N denotes the
set of all N-by-N Hermitian matrices, C

M×N represents an
M-by-N complex matrix set, and R (.) is the range space of

a matrix. Moreover, A � 0( A � 0) means A is a Hermitian
positive semidefinite (definite) matrix.

We assume the LT, jammer and eavesdropper have Ns ,
N j and Ne transmit antennas, respectively. All HD receivers
are assumed to have a single antenna.1 The legitimate FD
receiver is assumed to have Nd transmit antennas. We let gsd
and gse denote the 1 × Ns vectors of channel gains between
LT and destination as well as LT and AE, respectively. In
addition, g j d and g j e denote the 1 × N j vector of channel
gains between jammer and LR as well as jammer and AE,
respectively. Accordingly, grd and gre denote the 1 × Nr

vectors of channel gains between relay and LR, and relay and
AE, respectively. Moreover, ged denotes the 1 × Ne vectors
of channel gains between AE and LR. Finally for the scenario
with FD legitimate receiver (FD-LR), we let gde denote the
1 × Nd vector of channel gains between FD-LR and AE.
The FD-LR and AE transmit a jamming signal while they
simultaneously receive the LT transmitted signal. This creates
a feedback loop channel between the input and output of the
FD-LR as well as AE whose gains are denoted by vectors
hd and he of dimension 1 × Nd and 1 × Ne , respectively.
We assume that the naturally occurring noise at LR, relay and
AE is zero-mean circular complex Gaussian with variance σ 2

d ,
σ 2

r and σ 2
e , respectively. To simplify the notations, we will

assume without loss of generality that σ 2
d = σ 2

r = σ 2
e = σ 2.

For all channel gains between the AE and different network
nodes, it is assumed that only an estimated version of the gain
is available. In particular, LT only has the knowledge of an
estimated version of gse, i.e., g̃se and the channel error vector
is defined as egse = gse − g̃se. Moreover, the jammer only
has the knowledge of an estimated version of g j e, i.e., g̃ j e
and the channel error vector is defined as eg je

= g j e − g̃ j e.
Similarly, the relay only has the knowledge of an estimated
version of gre, i.e., g̃re and the channel error vector is defined
as egre

= gre− g̃re. Also, the AE only has the knowledge of an
estimated version of ged , i.e., g̃ed and the channel error vectors
are defined as eged

= ged − g̃ed , respectively. Finally, only an
estimated version of gde, i.e., g̃de, is available to the FD-LR.
We define the channel error vector as egde

= gde− g̃de. For all
cases, we assume that the channel mismatches lie in bounded
sets [22], i.e., Egse

= {egse
:‖ egse

‖2≤ ε2
gse

}, Eg je
= {eg je

:‖
eg je

‖2≤ ε2
g je

}, Egre
= {egre

:‖ egre
‖2≤ ε2

gre
}, Eger

=
{eger

:‖ eger
‖2≤ ε2

ger
}, Eged

= {eged
:‖ eged

‖2≤ ε2
ged

},
Egde

= {egde
:‖ egde

‖2≤ ε2
gde

}, where ε2
gse

, ε2
g je

, ε2
ged

, ε2
ger

and ε2
gde

are known constants.
In several optimization problems throughout the paper, we

indicate the variable that optimizes the utility function by
adding a star to it as a superscript. For example for the problem
max

a
f (a), we set a∗ = argmax

a
f (a).

As far as self interference cancelation method is concerned,
we remind that there are several methods in the literature such
as: 1) antenna isolation, 2) time cancellation and 3) spatial
precoding [6]–[9]. Time-domain cancellation and spatial null

1For simplicity, we assume that the eavesdropping is done by only one
receiving antenna. Note that this framework can be easily extended to the
case that adversary can exploit the multiple antennas for eavesdropping like
jamming case.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the HD scenario.

space projection aim merely at minimizing the effect of loop
interference. However, the degrees of freedom in the spatial
domain allow for more sophisticated approach in which the
useful signal power is also improved.

Self-interference suppression precoding includes the follow-
ing 2 schemes: 1) The zero forcing (ZF) precoder. 2) The
regularized channel inversion (RCI) precoder. The idea is to
form the beams of the downlink signals to the legitimate
receiver, while simultaneously form beams to the legitimate
transmitter to send all-zero signals, which will avoid self-
interference. The ZF precoder is designed to minimize the
multiuser interference, while the RCI is designed to maximize
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). In particu-
lar, [9] proposes to use a low-complexity ZF SI cancellation
solution. A similar framework based on ZF has also been
considered in [36] as well as in [37] and [38]. Although
the ZF precoder can perfectly avoid multi-user interference,
the RCI precoder has better performance by maximizing
the SINR at each user at the expense of larger complexity.
Meanwhile, simulation results in the [39] confirm that the
sum-rate of the ZF precoder is very close to that of the RCI
precoder which makes the ZF precoder more attractive. On
the other hand in the context of physical layer security, [30]
proposes to use a low-complexity ZF SI cancellation solution.
In this paper we also follow the ZF approach as it makes
it possible to obtain closed form solutions for achievable
secrecy data rate.

III. SYSTEM MODELS

A. The HD Scenario

In the first proposed scenario, we consider one LT trans-
mitting data to LR while one AE is presented2 as depicted
in Fig. 1. In this model, LT sends private messages to LR
in the presence of eavesdropper, who is able to eavesdrop
on the link between LT and LR and able to degrade the
reception of the information signal at the LR by transmitting
jamming signal. The achievable secrecy data rate is expressed

2Although we consider a single-carrier single user system, the extension to
a multi-carrier multi-user system as in [40] and [41] is straightforward.

Fig. 2. Shcematic of the HDJ scenario.

as, RS
e = max{0, RD

e − RE
e }, where

RD
e = log2

(
1 + gsd Qs gH

sd

σ 2 +�(Qe, eged )

)
, (1)

and

RE
e = log2

(
1 + �(Qs , egse

)

σ 2 + he QehH
e

)
, (2)

where �(Qs, egse
) = ( g̃se + egse

)Qs( g̃se + egse
)H ,

�(Qe, eged
) = ( g̃ed + eged

)Qe( g̃ed + eged
)H , [a]+ =

max{0, a} and Qs is the covariance matrix of the signal
transmitted by LT, xs , which is given by Qs = E{xs x H

s },
and the power constraint is imposed such that Qs ∈ Q s =
{ Qs : Qs � 0,Tr(Qs) ≤ Ṕs} where Ṕs is the maximum
allowable transmission power on LT in the HD Scenario, Qe
is the covariance matrix of the signal transmitted by AE, xe,
and is given by Qe = E{xex H

e }, and the power constraint is
imposed such that Qe ∈ Q e = { Qe : Qe � 0,Tr(Qe) ≤ Pe}
where Pe is the maximum allowable transmit power on AE.
We focus on optimizing the worst-case performance, where we
maximize the secrecy data rate for the worst channel mismatch
egse

and eged
in the bounded set Egse

and Eged
, respectively.

B. The HDJ Scenario

In this subsection, we consider a cooperative jamming
MISO communication system with an LT, a jammer, an LR,
and an AE, as shown in Fig. 2. In this scenario, LT sends
private messages to the LR in the presence of an AE, who is
able to eavesdrop on the link between LT and LR. The jammer
transmits artificial interference signals to confuse the AE. The
data rate at the destination can be written as

RD
j e = log2

(
1 + gsd Qs gH

sd

σ 2 + g j d Q j gH
jd +�(Qe, eged

)

)
. (3)

The data rate of eavesdropper can be expressed as

RE
j e = log2

(
1 + �(Qs, egse

)

σ 2 +�(Q j , eg je
)+ he QehH

e

)
, (4)
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the HDR scenario.

where �(Q j , eg je
) = ( g̃ j e + eg je

)Q j ( g̃ j e + eg je
)H .

Q j is the covariance matrix of the signal transmitted
by jammer, x j , which is given by Q j = E{x j x H

j }, and
the power constraint is imposed such that Q j ∈ Q j =
{ Q j : Q j � 0,Tr(Q j ) ≤ Pj } where Pj is the maxi-
mum predefined transmit power on jammer. Therefore, the
secrecy data rate for the wiretap channel can be written as,
RS

j e = max{0, RD
j e − RE

j e}.

C. The HDR Scenario

Here we consider a scenario consisting of an LT node, a
DF relay node, a LR node, and an AE (see Fig. 3). The
transmission happens in two stages. In the first stage, the LT
broadcasts its encoded symbols to the relay. In the second
stage, relay that is assumed to have successfully decoded the
message, re-encodes the message and cooperatively transmits
the re-encoded symbols to the LR. For a two-hop DF-based
relay channel, the data rate through the relay link can be
written as [42]

RD
re = 1

2

[
min

{
log2

(
1 + gsr Qs gH

sr

σ 2 + �(Qe2, eger
)

)
,

log2

(
1 + grd Qr gH

rd + gsd Qs gH
sd

σ 2 +�(Qe1, eged )

)}]
, (5)

where �(Qe2, eger
) = ( g̃er + eger

)Qe2( g̃er + eger
)H and

�(Qe1, eged
) = ( g̃ed + eged

)Qe1( g̃ed + eged
)H . Note that we

have two covariance matrices for the signal transmitted by the
eavesdropper: 1) Covariance matrix of the signal transmitted
by the eavesdropper to destination, Qe1, and 2) Covariance
matrix of the signal transmitted by the eavesdropper to relay
station, Qe2. Factor 1

2 appears because the relay transmission
is divided into two stages. Eavesdropper receives data during
both hops, and the corresponding data rate can be expressed
as

RE
re = 1

2
log2

(
1 + �(Qs , egse )+ �(Qr , egre )

σ 2 + he Qe1hH
e + he Qe2hH

e

)
, (6)

where �(Qr , egre
) = ( g̃re +egre

)Qr ( g̃re +egre
)H . Therefore,

the secrecy data rate for the DF relaying wiretap channel can
be written as

RS
re = max{0, RD

re − RE
re}

= 1

2

[
min

{
log2

(
1 + gsr Qs gH

sr

σ 2 +�(Qe2, eger
)

)
,

log2

(
1 + grd Qr gH

rd + gsd Qs gH
sd

σ 2 + �(Qe1, eged )

) }

− log2

(
1 + �(Qs, egse

)+�(Qr , egre
)

σ 2 + he Qe1hH
e + he Qe2hH

e

) ]+
. (7)

Since the data rate of the relay link is limited by the SINR
of the inferior hop, for a single data stream the transmit
power for source and the relay should be adjusted such that

gsr Qs g H
sr

σ 2+�(Qe2,eger )
≤ grd Qr gH

rd +gsd Qs g H
sd

σ 2+�(Qe1,eged )
.3 The data rate through

the relay link is equivalent to

RD
re = 1

2
log2

(
1 + gsr Qs gH

sr

σ 2 +�(Qe2, eger
)

)
, (8)

Therefore, we can rewrite the secrecy data rate for a DF
relaying wiretap channel as

RS
re = 1

2

[
log2

(
1 + gsr Qs gH

sr

σ 2 +�(Qe2, eger
)

)

− log2

(
1 + �(Qs, egse

)+�(Qr , egre
)

σ 2 + he Qe1hH
e + he Qe2hH

e

)]+
.

(9)

D. The FD Scenario

Here, we consider one LT transmitting data to FD-LR while
one AE eavesdrops the FD-LR as depicted in Fig. 4. In other
words, in this scenario, source sends private messages to
destination in the presence of an eavesdropper, who is able
to eavesdrop and jam the link between source and distinction.
The achievable secrecy data rate is expressed as follows:

RS
e =

[
log2

(
1 + gsd Qs gH

sd

σ 2 + hd Qd hH
d + �(Qe, eged

)

)

− log2

(
1 + �(Qs , egse

)

σ 2 + he QehH
e +�(Qd , egde

)

) ]+
,

(10)

where �(Qd , egde
) = ( g̃de + egde

)Qd ( g̃de + egde
)H .

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS AND SOLUTIONS

A. The HD Scenario

For the HD scenario, the optimization problem can be
written as follows:

3Note that to solve OH D R , we can also assume gsr Qs gH
sr

σ2+�(Qe2,eger )
≥

grd Qr gH
rd +gsd Qs gH

sd
σ2+�(Qe1,eged )

. This does not change the solution method.
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the FD scenario.

Problem O H D:

max
Qs∈Q s

min
Qe∈Q e;egse ∈Egse ;

eged ∈Eged

RD
e , (11a)

s.t. Tr(Qs) ≤ Ṕs , (11b)

Tr(Qe) ≤ Pe, (11c)

‖ egse ‖2≤ ε2
gse
, (11d)

‖ eged ‖2≤ ε2
ged
, (11e)

Qs � 0, (11f)

Qe � 0, (11g)

where (11b) and (11c) are the LT and AE power con-
straints. At first, the covariance matrix of the signal trans-
mitted by eavesdropper is obtained by solving the following
optimization:

Problem Õ H D
1 :

max
Qe∈Q e

min
eged ∈Eged

( g̃ed + eged
)Qe( g̃ed + eged

)H , (12a)

s.t. he QehH
e = 0,

(11c), (11e), (11g). (12b)

Note that Qe itself is an optimization variable and we find it
for the worst case of LT and the best case of eavesdropper.
We consider constraint (12b) to cancel self-interference in full
duplex nodes. In this regard, we use a ZF constraint on the
eavesdropping signal, which is equivalent to he QehH

e = 0.
The maximin problem Õ H D

1 can be transformed to
Problem Õ H D

2 :

max
Qe∈Q e,ν

ν, (13a)

s.t. ( g̃ed + eged
)Qe( g̃ed + eged

)H ≥ ν, (13b)

(11c), (11e), (11g), (12b),

where the constraints (13b) and (11e) can also be expressed
as

eged
QeeH

ged
+ 2Re

(
g̃ed QeeH

ged

)
+ g̃ed Qe g̃H

ed − ν ≥ 0,

(14a)

−eged eH
ged

+ ε2
ged

≥ 0. (14b)

To make the problem more tractable to solve and analyze,
the next step is to turn (14a) and (14b) into linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs), using the S-procedure [35]. Using the
S-procedure, we know that there exists an eged

∈ C
Ne

satisfying both the above inequalities if and only if there exists
a μ ≥ 0 such that[

μI Ne + Qe Qe g̃H
ed

g̃ed Qe g̃H
ed Qe g̃ed − με2

ged
− ν

]
� 0. (15)

Letting ψ = g̃H
ed Qe g̃ed − με2

ged
− ν, where ψ ≥ 0, Õ H D

2 can
then be expressed as

Problem Õ H D
3 :

max
Qe∈Q e;
μ≥0;ψ≥0

− ψ + Tr(Qe gH
ed g̃ed )− με2

ged
, (16a)

s.t.

[
μI Ne + Qe Qe g̃H

ed
g̃ed Qe ψ

]
� 0,

(11c), (11g), (12b). (16b)

Problem Õ H D
3 is a semidefinite program (SDP) that consists

of a linear objective function, together with a set of LMI con-
straints. Therefore, we can solve this problem efficiently and
obtain the optimal solution Q∗

e . Note that although eged does
not explicitly appear in Õ H D

3 , the optimal robust covariance
Q∗

e is already based on the hidden worst-case e∗
ged

that can
be expressed explicitly through the following problem:

Problem Õ H D
4 :

min
eged

( g̃ed + eged )Q∗
e( g̃ed + eged )

H , (17a)

s.t. ‖ eged
‖2≤ ε2

ged
. (17b)

The above problem is a convex problem and thus strong duality
holds for (17a) and its dual.

Proposition 1: The worst-case channel mismatch for (17a)
is given by

e∗
ged

= − g̃ed Q∗
e(λI Ne + Q∗

e)
−1, (18)

where λ is the solution of the following SDP problem:

max
λ≥0,γ

γ , (19a)

s.t.

[
λI Ne + Q∗

e Q∗
e g̃H

ed
g̃ed Q∗

e g̃ed Q∗
e g̃H

ed − λε2
ged

− γ

]
� 0,

(19b)

where γ is a non-negative auxiliary optimization variable.
Proof: See Appendix. �
With optimal values Q∗

e and e∗
ged

, we can formulate the
optimization problem over Qs as

Problem Õ H D
1 :

max
Qs∈Q s

min
egse ∈Egse

σ 4 + σ 2 gsd Qs gH
sd + σ 2�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)[

σ 2 +�(Q∗
e , e∗

ged
)
][
σ 2 +�(Qs , egse )

] ,
s.t. (11b), (11d), (11 f ). (20a)

The optimization problem Ô H D
1 can be transformed to
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Problem Õ H D
2 :

max
Qs∈Q s ,ν

σ 4 + σ 2 gsd Qs gH
sd + σ 2�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)

ν
, (21a)

s.t.
[
σ 2 +�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
][
σ 2 + �(Qs , egse )

]
≤ ν,

(11b), (11d), (11 f ). (21b)

The constraints (21b) and (11d) can also be expressed as

− egse
Qs eH

gse
− 2Re

(
g̃se Qs eH

gse

)
− g̃se Qs g̃H

se − σ 2

+ ν

σ 2 +�(Q∗
e , e∗

ged
)

≥ 0, (22a)

− egse
eH

gse
+ ε2

gse
≥ 0. (22b)

Using the S-procedure [35], we know that there exists an egse

satisfying both the above inequalities if and only if there exists
a μ ≥ 0 such that[

μI Ns − Qs − Qs g̃H
se

− g̃se Qs ψ

]
� 0, (23)

where I Ns is the identity matrix of dimension Ns and ψ =
− g̃se Qs g̃H

se − με2
gse

− σ 2 + ν
σ 2+�(Q∗

e ,e
∗
ged
)
, then Ô H D

2 can be

converted into
Problem Õ H D

3 :

min
Qs∈Q s ;
ψ≥0;μ≥0[

σ 2 +�(Q∗
e , e∗

ged
)
][
ψ + με2

gse
+ σ 2 + Tr(Qs g̃H

se g̃se)
]

σ 4 + σ 2 gsd Qs gH
sd + σ 2�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)

,

(24a)

s.t.

[
μI Ns − Qs − Qs g̃H

se
− g̃se Qs ψ

]
� 0,

(11b), (11 f ), (24b)

Problem Õ H D
3 consists of a linear fractional objective function

with a positive denominator, and thus is quasi-convex. We
rewrite this problem by defining the non-negative variable t ,
using the Charnes-Cooper transformation [43], [44] and letting
μ = μ́/γ , ψ = ψ́/γ and Qs = Q́s/γ for some γ > 0 as

Problem Õ H D
4 :

min
t; Q́s�0;μ́≥0;

ψ́≥0,γ

t,

s.t.
[
σ 2 + �(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
]

(25a)[
ψ́ + μ́ε2

gse
+ γ σ 2 + Tr( Q́s g̃H

se g̃se)
]

≤ t, (25b)

γ σ 4 + σ 2 Tr( Q́s gH
sd gsd)+ γ σ 2�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
) = 1,

(25c)[
μ́I Ns − Q́s − Q́s g̃H

se

− g̃se Q́s ψ́

]
� 0, (25d)

Tr( Q́s) ≤ γ Ps . (25e)

Note that the solution for the optimal covariance, Q∗
s , obtained

from Õ H D
4 is already based on a hidden worst-case channel

Fig. 5. The pseudo code of Iterative algorithm for finding the LT’s transmitted
power and eavesdropper’s transmitted power and channel mismatches.

mismatch e∗
gse

. Next, we will explicitly express e∗
gse

under the
norm-bounded constraint. The problem is formulated as

Problem Õ H D
5 :

min
egse ∈Egse

( g̃se + egse )Q∗
s ( g̃se + egse )

H , (26a)

s.t . ‖ egse
‖2≤ ε2

gse
. (26b)

The above problem is a non-convex problem since we want
to maximize a convex function. However, similar to Proposi-
tion 1, we can still obtain the global optimum by solving its
dual problem, given by

e∗
gse

= g̃se Q∗
s (λI Ns − Q∗

s )
†, (27)

where λ is the solution of the following problem:

max
λ≥0,γ

γ , (28a)

s.t.

[
λI Ns − Q∗

s Q∗
s g̃H

se
g̃se Q∗

s − g̃se Q∗
s g̃H

se−λε2
gse

− γ

]
� 0. (28b)

The above optimization problem is a SDP and hence can
be solved efficiently using, for example, the interior-point
method [35].

It is important to note that using conventional con-
vex optimization methods, the multi-variable optimization
problems can be decoupled into multiple sub-problems
to simplify the solution and reduce the computational
complexity [22], [35], [45]. Thus, we use the the primal
decomposition method (for more details, refer to [46]–[48])
by decomposing the original problem into several subproblems
controlled by a master problem, and use an iterative method
to find the solution. In this case, from the previous section,
we know that the subproblems involving Qs and Qe in (16)
and (25) are both convex for a given p1 and p2. Hence, our
first step will be to estimate Qs and Qe for some initial p1
and p2, and then we will find optimal values p1 and p2 for the
resulting Qs and Qe. We then continue iteratively to find the
channel mismatches and power allocation. The steps for the
joint optimization that considers both the channel mismatches
and the power allocation between LT and eavesdropper are
outlined in a pseudo-code of Fig. 5.

B. The HDJ Scenario

For HDJ scenario, the optimization problem can be written
as follows:
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Problem Õ H D J :

max
Qs∈Q s ;
Q j ∈Q j

min
Qe∈Q e;egse ∈Egse ;

eg je ∈Eg je ;eged ∈Eged

RS
j e, (29a)

s.t. Tr(Qs) ≤ Ps , (29b)

Tr(Q j ) ≤ Pj , (29c)

‖ eg je
‖2≤ ε2

g je
, (29d)

Q j � 0,

(11c), (11d), (11e), (11 f ), (11g), (29e)

where Ps is the maximum allowable transmission power on
LT in the HDJ, HDR and FD scenarios. As the first step, the
covariance matrix of the signal transmitted by eavesdropper,
Qe, is obtained. Hence, the corresponding optimization prob-
lem is formulated as follows:

Problem Õ H D J
1 :

max
Qe∈Q e

min
eged ∈Eged

( g̃ed + eged
)Qe( g̃ed + eged

)H , (30a)

s.t. he QehH
e = 0,

(11c), (11e), (11g). (30b)

Problem Õ H D J
1 can be solved in a similar way as that of

Õ H D
1 . Then the covariance matrix of the signal transmitted by

jamming is obtained, and the optimization problem becomes
Problem Ǒ H D J

1 :

max
Q j ∈Q j

min
eg je ∈Eg je

( g̃ j e + eg je )Q j ( g̃ j e + eg je)
H , (31a)

s.t. g j d Q j gH
jd = 0,

(29c), (29d), (29e). (31b)

We can use a similar processing flow as Õ H D
1 to solve Ǒ H D J

1
and to obtain Q∗

j and e∗
g je

. With optimal values for Q∗
j and

e∗
g je

, we can formulate the optimization problem over Qs as

Problem Ô H D J
1 :

max
Qs∈Q s

min
egse ∈Egse

A

B
,

s.t. (29b), (11d), (11 f ), (32)

where A = [
σ 2 + �(Q∗

j , e∗
g je
)
][
σ 2 + gsd Qs gH

sd +
�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
]
, B = [

σ 2 + �(Q∗
e , e∗

ged
)
][
σ 2 + �(Qs , egse

)+
�(Q∗

j , e∗
g je
)
]

and �(Q∗
j , e∗

g je
) = ( g̃ j e + e∗

g je
)Q∗

j ( g̃ j e +
e∗

g je
)H . Solutions of Ô H D J can be easily obtained by follow-

ing the same line of arguments we made for Ô H D . Thus, we
can obtain Q∗

s and e∗
gse

.

C. The HDR Scenario

For the HDR scenario, the optimization problem can be
written as follows:

Problem O H D R:

max
Qs∈Q s ;
Qr ∈Q r

min
Qe1∈Q e; Qe2∈Q e;

egse ∈Egse ;egre ∈Egre ;
eged ∈Eged ;eger ∈Eger

RS
re, (33a)

s.t. Tr(Qr ) ≤ Pr , (33b)

Tr(Qe1) ≤ Pe, (33c)

Tr(Qe2) ≤ Pe, (33d)

‖ egre ‖2≤ ε2
gre
, (33e)

‖ eger
‖2≤ ε2

ger
, (33f)

Qe1 � 0, (33g)

Qe2 � 0, (33h)

Qr � 0,

(11d), (11e), (11 f ), (29b). (33i)

Similar to HD and HDJ scenarios, we initially obtain the
covariance matrix of the signal transmitted by the eavesdrop-
per, Qe1 and Qe2. Now, by dropping the logarithm in (9), the
optimization problem Õ H D R is modified as follows:

Problem Õ H D R:

max
Qs∈Q s ;
Qr ∈Q r

min
Qe1∈Q e; Qe2∈Q e;

egse ∈Egse ;egre ∈Egre ;
eged ∈Eged ;eger ∈Eger

1 + gsr Qs g H
sr

σ 2+�(Qe2,eger )

1 + �(Qs ,egse )+�(Qr ,egre )

σ 2+he Qe1hH
e +he Qe2 hH

e

, (34a)

s.t.
gsr Qs gH

sr

σ 2 + �(Qe2, eger
)

≤ grd Qr gH
rd + gsd Qs gH

sd

σ 2 + �(Qe1, eged
)

(34b)

(11d), (11e), (11 f ), (29b), (33c), (33d), (33h),

(33i), (33b), (33e), (33 f ), (33g).

Qe1 and Qe2 are obtained by solving the following opti-
mization problems:

Problem Õ H D R
1 :

max
Qe1∈Q e

min
eged ∈Eged

( g̃ed + eged
)Qe1( g̃ed + eged

)H , (35a)

s.t. he Qe1hH
e = 0,

(11e), (33c), (33h), (35b)

and Problem Õ H D R
1 :

max
Qe2∈Q e

min
eger ∈Eger

( g̃er + eger
)Qe2( g̃er + eger

)H , (36a)

s.t. he Qe2hH
e = 0,

(33 f ), (33d), (33i). (36b)

Problems Õ H D R
1 and Ô H D R

1 are solved using a method similar
to Õ H D

1 . As a result, e∗
ged

and e∗
ger

are also obtained. We can
formulate the optimization problem over Qr as

Problem Õ H D R
1

min
Qr ∈Q r

min
egre ∈Egre

( g̃re + egre
)Qr ( g̃re + egre

)H ,

s.t. (33b), (33e), (33g). (37)

We can solve this problem efficiently in a similar way as
that of Õ H D

1 and obtain the optimal solution Q∗
r and e∗

gre
.

With optimal values Q∗
r , e∗

gre
, Q∗

e1, Q∗
e2, e∗

ger
and e∗

ged
,
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we can formulate the optimization problem over Qs as Prob-
lem Ò H D R

1 :

max
Qs∈Q s

min
egse ∈Egse

C

D
,

s.t. (29b), (11d), (11 f ), (34b). (38)

where C = σ 2
[
σ 2+�(Q∗

e2, e∗
ger
)+gsr Qs gH

sr

]
and D = [

σ 2+
�(Qs, egse )+�(Q∗

r , e∗
gre
)
][
σ 2 +�(Q∗

e2, e∗
ger
)
]
. Solution of

Ò H D R
5 can be easily obtained by following the same line of

argument we made for Ô H D
5 .

D. The FD Scenario

In the FD scenario, the secrecy data rate maximization
problem is given as

Problem OF D:

max
Qs∈Q s;
Qd∈Q d

min
Qe∈Q e;egse ∈Egse ;

egde ∈Egde ;eged ∈Eged

RS
e , (39a)

s.t. Tr(Qd ) ≤ Pd , (39b)

‖ egde
‖2≤ ε2

gde
, (39c)

Qd � 0,

(29b), (11c), (11d), (11e), (11 f ), (11g). (39d)

Similar to previous scenarios, the covariance matrix of the sig-
nal transmitted by eavesdropper is obtained first. Accordingly,
the corresponding optimization problem is written as follows:

Problem ÕF D
1 :

max
Qe∈Q e

min
eged ∈Eged

( g̃ed + eged
)Qe( g̃ed + eged

)H , (40a)

s.t. he QehH
e = 0,

(11c), (11e), (11g). (40b)

We can solve this problem efficiently and obtain the optimal
solution Q∗

e and e∗
ged

. Then, the covariance matrix of the
signal transmitted by jammer is obtained. Accordingly, the
corresponding optimization problem is written as follows:

Problem ÔF D
1 :

max
Qd∈Q d

min
egde ∈Egde

( g̃de + egde
)Qd( g̃de + egde

)H , (41a)

s.t. hd Qd hH
d = 0, (41b)

(39b), (39c), (39d).

We can solve this problem efficiently in a similar way and
obtain the optimal solution Q∗

d and e∗
gde

. With optimal values
Q∗

e , e∗
ged

, Q∗
d and e∗

gde
, we can formulate the optimization

problem over Qs and egse
as

Problem ǑF D
1 :

max
Qs∈Q s

min
egse ∈Egse

E

F
,

s.t. (29b), (11d), (11 f ). (42a)

where E =
[
σ 2 +�(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
)
][
�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)+ gsd Qs gH

sd +
σ 2

]
and F =

[
σ 2 + �(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
][
σ 2 + �(Qs, egse ) +

�(Q∗
d , e∗

gde
)
]
. The optimization problem ǑF D

1 can be trans-
formed to

Problem ǑF D
2 :

max
Qs∈Q s ,ν

[
σ 2+�(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
)
][
�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)+ gsd Qs gH

sd +σ 2
]

ν
,

(43a)

s.t.
[
σ 2 +�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
]

[
σ 2 +�(Qs , egse

)+�(Q∗
d , e∗

gde
)
]

≤ ν, (43b)

‖ egse
‖2≤ ε2

gse
,

(29b), (11 f ). (43c)

The constraints (43b) and (43c) can also be expressed as

− egse
Qs eH

gse
− 2Re

(
g̃se Qs eH

gse

)
− g̃se Qs g̃H

se − σ 2

−�(Q∗
d , e∗

gde
)+ ν

σ 2 +�(Q∗
e , e∗

ged
)

≥ 0, (44a)

− egse
eH

gse
+ ε2

gse
≥ 0. (44b)

Using the S-procedure [35], we know that there exists an egse

satisfying both the above inequalities if and only if there exists
a μ ≥ 0 such that

[
μI Ns − Qs − Qs g̃H

se
− g̃se Qs ψ

]
� 0. (45)

where ψ = − g̃se Qs g̃H
se − με2

gse
− σ 2 − �(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
) +

ν
σ 2+�(Q∗

e ,e∗
ged
)
, then ǑF D

2 can be converted into

Problem ǑF D
3 :

min
Qs∈Q s ;
ψ≥0;μ≥0

G

H
, (46a)

s.t.

[
μI Ns − Qs − Qs g̃H

se
− g̃se Qs ψ

]
� 0, (46b)

(29b), (11 f ).

where G =
[
σ 2 + �(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
][
ψ + με2

gse
+

σ 2 + Tr(Qs g̃H
se g̃se) + �(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
)
]

and H =[
σ 2 + �(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
)
][
�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
) + gsd Qs gH

sd + σ 2
]
.

Problem ǑF D
3 consists of a linear fractional objective function

with a positive denominator, and thus is quasi-convex. We
use the Charnes-Cooper transformation, by letting μ = μ́/γ ,
ψ = ψ́/γ and Qs = Q́s/γ for some γ > 0, and rewriting
ǑF D

3 as
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Problem ǑF D
4 :

min
t; Q́s�0;

μ́≥0,ψ́≥0,γ

t, (47a)

s.t.
[
σ 2 + �(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)
]

[
ψ́+μ́ε2

gse
+γ σ 2+Tr( Q́s g̃H

se g̃se)+γ�(Q∗
d , e∗

gde
)
]

≤ t,

(47b)[
σ 2 +�(Q∗

d , e∗
gde
)
]

[
γ�(Q∗

e , e∗
ged
)+ Tr( Q́s gH

sd gsd)+ γ σ 2
]

= 1, (47c)[
μ́I Ns − Q́s − Q́s g̃H

se

− g̃se Q́s ψ́

]
� 0, (47d)

Tr( Q́s) ≤ γ Ps . (47e)

Note that the solution for the optimal covariance Q∗
s

obtained from ǑF D
4 is already based on a hidden worst-case

channel mismatch e∗
gse

. Next, we will explicitly express e∗
gse

under the norm-bounded constraint. The problem is formulated
as

Problem ǑF D
5 :

min
egse ∈Egse

( g̃se + egse
)Q∗

s ( g̃se + egse
)H , (48a)

s.t . ‖ egse
‖2≤ ε2

gse
. (48b)

ǑF D
5 can be easily solved by following the same line of

argument we made for Ô H D
5 .

V. MULTI NODE SCENARIOS

A. Multi Relay

We assume there are R relays in the HDJ scenario instead
of one. The set of relays is denoted by R = {1, 2, . . . , R}.
Based on the optimal power allocation scheme proposed in the
HDR scenario for each relay, the LT can calculate the secrecy
rate for any relay by solving optimization problem for each
relay. Therefore, the LT can select the relay corresponding to
the maximum secrecy rate. This can be done, via a simple
exhaustive search as, r∗ = arg maxr RS

re.

B. Multi Jammer

We assume there are J jammers in the HDJ scenario instead
of one. The set of jammers is denoted by J = {1, 2, . . . , J }.
Based on the optimal power allocation scheme proposed in
the HDJ scenario for each jammer, the source can calculate
the secrecy rate for any jammer. Therefore, the source can
select the jammer corresponding to the maximum secrecy rate.
This can be done, via a simple exhaustive search as, j∗ =
arg max j RS

j e.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the numerical results of the pro-
posed scenarios. The proposed schemes have been evalu-
ated in terms of secrecy data rate. We assume the LT,
jammer, relay, AE and FD-LR have four transmit antennas,

Fig. 6. Typical positioning model of the network nodes.

i.e., Ns = Nd = Nr = N j = Ne = 4, while each HD receiver
has one. The channel matrices are assumed to be composed of
independent, zero-mean Gaussian random variables with unit
variance. We perform Monte Carlo experiments consisting of
1000 independent trials to obtain the average results. Similar to
[22], the normalized background noise power is assumed to
be the same at LR and AE where σ 2

d = σ 2
r = σ 2

e = 0 dB
and for the transmit power of different nodes we assume
Ṕs = 2P, Ps = Pd = Pj = Pr = P = 5dB, Pe = 4dB,
where Ṕs is the transmit power of the source for the HD
scenario and Ps , Pd , Pj , and Pr are the transmit power for
the source, destination, jammer, and relay, respectively for all
other scenarios. Pe represents the transmit power of the AE.
Unless otherwise stated, we let ε2

gse
= ε2

gde
= ε2

g je
= ε2

gre
=

ε2
ger

= ε2
ged

= 0.5.

For simplicity, we consider a simple one-dimensional
system model, as illustrated in Fig. 6, in which the LT,
jammer, relay, LR, and AE are placed along a line.
The LT-relay/jammer distance is always assumed to be smaller
than the LT-RT or the LT-AE distance. Channels between any
two nodes are simply modelled through distance-dependent
attenuation. For example, gsd = d−c/2

sd where dsd is the
distance between the LT and LR where c is the path-loss
exponent. We set c = 3.5 which is a typical value in the
literature, nevertheless, other values for c also lead to similar
results. The LT and LR distance is considered to be constant,
in particular, we assume LT is located at the origin, i.e.,
coordinates (0,0) and the LR stays at coordinates (50,0) (all
the distance units are in meters.).

A. Effect of Source-Eavesdropper Distance

Fig. VI-A shows secrecy data rate versus different posi-
tions of the eavesdropper. The total transmit power is fixed
at P = 5 dB [22]. We fix the jammer/relay location at
coordinates (25,0) (i.e., in an equal distance from LT and LR)
and move the position of the AE from coordinates (30,0) to
(90,0). As expected, the secrecy data rate for the HD scenario
becomes zero when the LR is at a farther position (to the LT)
than the AE. As observed, when the AE moves away from
the LT, the secrecy data rate increases for the HDR scenario,
since the received signal power at the AE decreases. For the
HDJ scenario, it is interesting to see that the secrecy data rate
at first decreases, then increases, and eventually becomes equal
to the secrecy data rate of the HD scenario. The reduction in
secrecy data rate is because more jamming power is needed for
creating larger interference and less power is available for the
LT to transmit the message signal, when the AE moves away
from the jammer. However, when the AE gets very far away
from the jammer and also the LT, we should spend most of
the power on transmitting the message signal. In this situation,
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Fig. 7. Secrecy data rate, R, vs. LT and eavesdropper distance, dse for HD,
HDJ, and FD scenarios. The position of eavesdroppers varies from (30,0) to
(90,0). The jammer/rely location is fixed at (25,0).

it is not worth spending a large amount of power on trans-
mitting the jamming signal, since the received power of the
message signal at the AE is always small (regardless of
jamming) due to the large path loss. This explains why the
secrecy data rate could increase. In the FD scenario, when the
AE moves away from the LT and gets close to LR, the secrecy
data rate increases, since the received jammer signal power at
the AE increases.

B. Effect of Source-Jammer/Relay Distance

In Fig. 8(a), we fix the AE location at coordi-
nates (70,0), and change the position of the jammer/relay
from (5,0) to (45,0). All other parameters are the same as
those used in Fig. VI-A. As expected, the secrecy data rate of
the HD and FD scenarios are independent of the jammer/relay
locations. When the jammer/relay moves away from the LT,
the secrecy data rate for the HDR scenario first increases
and then decreases, and there is an optimal relay location
somewhere between the LT and LR. The secrecy data rate of
the HDJ scenario, on the other hand, monotonically increases
as the jammer gets closer to the AE since the received jamming
power at AE is larger for a smaller jammer-AE distance.

In Fig. 8(b), we fix the AE location at (30,0), and move
the position of the jammer/relay from (5,0) to (45,0). All
other parameters are the same as those used in Fig. VI-A.
As expected, the secrecy data rate of HD and FD scenarios
are independent of the jammer/relay locations. When the
jammer/relay moves away from the LT, the secrecy data rate
for the HDJ scenario first increases and then decreases, and
there is an optimal location for jammer somewhere between
LT and LR. In this case, the HDJ scenario produces a better
performance than the HDR scenario.

Note that for both figures, the HDR scenario outperforms
others despite the fact that the whole time slot is divided into
two equal slots; which would result in the reduction of secrecy
rate intuitively. However, the effect of boosting the received
SNR in HDR scheme is so pronounced that it compensates
for this rate reduction.

Finally, in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), for different locations of
the AE between (5,0) to (70,0), we investigate the conditions

Fig. 8. (a) Secrecy data rate R vs. LT and jammer/relay distance ds j for
HD, HDJ, and FD scenarios. The position of jammer/relay varies from (5,0)
to (45,0). The eavesdropper location is fixed at (70,0). (b) Secrecy data rate
R vs. LT and jammer/relay distance ds j for HD, HDJ, and FD scenarios.
The position of jammer/relay varies from (5,0) to (45,0). The eavesdropper
location is fixed at (30,0).

on the realy/jammer location between (0,0) to (50,0) under
which the FD scenario is preferred over the HDJ and HDR
scenarios. As can be seen, when AE is close to the source,
for the majority of the considered range, HDJ scenario out-
performs FD. For example, if AE is located on (5,0), HDJ
scenario is preferred over FD on the whole considered range.
However, when the AE is placed closer to the destination,
FD scenario takes over in a broader range such that when
AE is located on (50,0), FD is preferred for the whole range.
For the HDR scenario the observation is different. When the
AE is located closer to the source, FD scenario outperforms
HDR in a broader range. For example, if AE is located on
(5,0), HDR outperforms FD only when the relay is located
on (10,0) or closer to the source. Interestingly, as AE moves
towards the destination, FD takes over in a more limited range.

C. Effect of Multi Jammer/Relay

For this part, we fix the AE location at coordinate (70,0) and
initially look for the conditions under which FD scenario out-
performs HDR and HDJ with one relay/jammer. For example
as can be seen in Fig. 8(a), FD scenario performs considerably
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Fig. 9. (a) Jammer location ds j for which the FD and HDJ scenarios produce
the same secrecy rate vs LT and eavesdropper distance dse for HDJ and FD
scenarios. (b) Relay location dsr for which the FD and HDR scenarios produce
the same secrecy rate vs LT and eavesdropper distance dse for HDR and FD
scenarios.

better than HDR and HDJ scenarios when the relay and
jammer are located at coordinates (45, 0) and (70,0), respec-
tively. We now uniformly add some relays between coordinates
(40,0) and (50,0) and apply the best relay selection strategy.
Fig. 10(a) shows the secrecy rate for different numbers of
relays in this case. As can be seen, for R ≥ 2, the secrecy rate
of HDR scenario takes over that of the FD scenario. We repeat
the same experiment with jammers. This time, the jammer
are uniformly place between coordinates (20,0) to (30,0).
Fig. 10(b) shows the secrecy rate for different numbers of
jammers. As can be seen, for J ≥ 3, the secrecy rate of the
HDJ scenario takes over that of the FD scenario.

D. Effect of CSI Uncertainty

Fig. 11(a) considers the same scheme as that of 8(a)
but for different values of ε2. As expected, smaller
values of ε2 produce higher secrecy rates. Moreover, no
specific difference can be seen in the behaviour of the
considered scenarios with respect to each other. Fig. 11(b)
plots the secrecy data rate for different values
of ε2

gse
= ε2

gde
= ε2

g je
= ε2

gre
= ε2

ger
= ε2

ged
= ε2

from 0 to 1. We assume the same locations as the last figure

Fig. 10. (a) Secrecy data rate R vs. number of relays for HD, HDJ, HDR, and
FD scenarios. (b) Secrecy data rate R vs. number of jammers, for HD, HDJ,
HDR, and FD scenarios. The locations of jammer/relay and eavesdropper are
fixed at (45,0) and (70,0), respectively.

for the network nodes. It can be seen from Fig. 11(b) that the
secrecy data rate decreases as ε2 increases. This is due to the
fact that when ε2 increases, a larger fraction of the transmit
power must be devoted to each transmitter in order to reach
a higher secrecy data rate.

E. Summary

For the considered simulation setup, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

• In all cases the HD scenario has the weakest performance.
• In general, the performance of the HDJ and FD scenarios

highly depend on where the jammer/relay and AE are
located.

• When the jammer/relay is equally distant from the LT
and RT (Fig. VI-A) and if the AE is not too close to
the jammer/relay, the FD scenario outperforms the HDJ
scenario and performs only slightly inferior to the HDR
scenario. This is a very attractive situation from practical
point of view as we can remove the need for an extra
network node.

• In case the relay/jammer is considered to be portable
and an estimate of the location of the eavesdropper is
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Fig. 11. (a) Secrecy data rate vs. ds j for different values of ε2. (b) Secrecy
data rate R vs. channel mismatch between the eavesdropper and network nodes
ε2

gse
= ε2

gde
= ε2

g je
= ε2

gre
= ε2

ger
= ε2

ged
= ε2 for HD, HDJ, HDR, and

FD scenarios. The positions of eavesdropper and jammer/relay are at fixed at
(70,0) and (25,0), respectively.

at hand, the HDJ scenario may be preferred over the FD
scenario if the jammer can be placed close enough to
the eavesdropper (Fig. 8(b)). A similar statement can be
made for the HDR scenario. Otherwise, the FD scenario
still outperforms the HDR as well as the HDJ scenario
or in fact the conventional CJ scheme (Fig. 8(a)).

• If mutiple realys/jammers are permitted, the HDR/HDJ
scenarios can take over FD most of the times.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a robust resource allocation
framework to improve physical layer security in the presence
of an active eavesdropper. Four different scenarios, namely,
HD, HDJ, HDR, and FD were analysed to assess the per-
formance of a system with FD receiver as compared with
conventional CJ schemes. To solve the proposed optimization
problem, we obtained robust transmit covariance matrices for
the proposed scenarios based on worst-case secrecy data rate
maximization. We then transformed the resulting non-convex
optimization problems into quasi-convex problems.

Simulation results show that the preference of deploying the
FD scenario over CJ or vice versa highly depends on where

the jammer/relay and eavesdropper are located. In general one
can conclude that if the jammer can be placed close enough to
the eavesdropper, a better performance is achieved compared
to the FD system. Otherwise, the FD scenario can generally
take over and if this is the case, it would be very favorable
from practical point of view as we can remove the need for
an extra network node.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Problem Õ H D
4 can be rewritten as

min
eged

eged
Q∗

e eH
ged

+ 2	( g̃ed Q∗
e eH

ged
)+ g̃ed Q∗

e g̃H
ed , (A.1a)

s.t. ‖ eged
‖2≤ ε2

ged
, (A.1b)

with the Lagrangian

L(eged
, λ) = eged

(λI Ne + Q∗
e)e

H
ged

+ 2	( g̃ed Q∗
e eH

ged
)

+ g̃ed Q∗
e g̃H

ed − λε2
ged
, (A.2)

where λ ≥ 0 and the dual function is given by

g(λ)= inf
eged

L(eged
, λ)=

{
O � 0, Q∗

e eH
ged

∈ R (λI Ne + Q∗
e );

−∞, otherwise.

(A.3)

where O = g̃ed Q∗
e eH

ged
−λε2

ged
− g̃ed Q∗

e(λI Ne + Q∗
e)

† Q∗
e g̃H

ed +
λI Ne + Q∗

e . The unconstrained minimization of L(eged , λ) with
respect to eged

is achieved when eged
= − g̃ed Q∗

e(λI Ne +
Q∗

e)
†, and the dual problem is thus obtained as

max
λ

ẽged Q∗
e g̃H

ed − λε2
ged

− g̃ed Q∗
e(λI Ne + Q∗

e)
† Q∗

e g̃H
ed ,

(A.4a)

s.t. λI Ne + Q∗
e � 0, (A.4b)

Q∗
e g̃H

ed ∈ R (λI Ne + Q∗
e). (A.4c)

Using the Schur complement, the dual problem can be con-
verted to the following SDP:

max
λ≥0,γ

γ , (A.5a)

s.t.

[
λI + Q∗

e Q∗
e g̃H

ed
g̃ed Q∗

e g̃ed Q∗
e g̃H

ed − λε2
ged

− γ

]
� 0, (A.5b)

which completes the proof.
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